In this paper we consider conditional maximum likelihood (cml) estimates for item parameters in the Rasch model under random subject parameters. We give a simple approximation for the asymptotic covariance matrix of the cml-estimates. The approximation is stated as a limit theorem when the number of item parameters goes to infinity. The results contain precise mathematical information on the order of approximation.
Introduction
Let X be an item-response variable with values 0 and 1, and let Â be the logit parameter of probability of success. There are n independent items X D .X 1 ;::: ;X n / with parameters Â D .Â 1 ;::: ;Â n / to be presented to each subject. The so-called Rasch-model (for general information see Fischer and Molenaar [3] ), is an item-response model where the logit parameter is assumed to be a sum Â DˇC . The model parameters are identifiable if n > 2 and if the item parameters are restricted by a condition like P n j D1ˇj D 0. Let H n be the set of all item parametersˇ2 R n satisfying this condition.
The parameter ˇis considered as item difficulty and as subject ability. By Pˇ; we denote the probability distribution of the items for fixed subject parameter , and by Pˇ; for the case of a random subject parameter with distribution .
If the n items are presented to N subjects then we obtain observation vectors X . / D .X . / 1 ; ::: ; X . n //, D 1; ::: ; N . If the distribution is concentrated on a single value or depends smoothly on finitely many parameters then is straightformward to construct asymptotically efficient estimators of all unknown parameters. But if the distribution is not known at all, then for a general item-response model estimation of the item parameteř is a semi-parametric problem where the construction of reasonable estimators can be difficult.
The attractive feature of the Rasch model is due to the fact that given the sum S D P n j D1 X j of successes the conditional probabilities Pˇ; .X D xjS/ do not depend on the subject parameter . This makes it possible to estimate item parameters by conditional maximum likelihood estimates (cml-estimates) even if is unknown. The reason is that the conditional log-likelihoods .x;ˇ/ D log Pˇ; .X D xjS/ (1.1)
satisfy the Kullback-Leibler property for the item parameterˇ, i.e.
Eˇ; .`. ;ˇ// > Eˇ; .`. ; b//; b 2 H n ; b 6 Dˇ:
Cml-estimates are thus defined by
X ; b/:
From Anderson [1] , it is known that under Pˇ; the cml-estimates . Ǒ N / for N ! 1 are consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. Although the conditional log-likelihoods do not depend on the subject parameter , the unconditional distribution of the cml-estimates lacks this independence. This should be clear since the unconditional distribution of the observations depends on resp. on . The asymptotic covariance matrix † n and thus statistical precision of the cml-estimates depends on the distribution of the subject parameters. Asymptotic efficiency of the cml-estimates for unknown has been established by Pfanzagl [4] . However, this kind of efficiency is rather a minimax property stating that in certain worst cases there are no better estimators than cml-estimators. Therefore it is important to know how the covariance matrix † n depends on .
The subject of the present paper is the study of the asymptotic covariance matrix † n of the cml-estimates . Ǒ N /. In our notation † n we suppress the dependence of the covariances on the item parametersˇ, but we indicate the number n of items, this being the subject of our special attention.
As a matter of fact, the matrix † n can be evaluated numerically for moderate numbers n of items. However, such calculations turn out to be extremely computerintensive since a large number of elementary symmetric functions have to be evaluated. The numerical complexity of such calculations increases with nŠ and thus is not feasible for large numbers n. Moreover, any numerical evaluation does not uncover structural properties of the covariance matrix.
The main results of the present paper are approximations of the covariance matrix † n for large numbers n of items. The approximations are surprisingly simple and of high precision if n 20. Thus, the approximation makes it possible to study the asymptotic covariance structure of cml-estimates for moderate and large numbers n of item parameters.
Let us give a brief overview of our results. As a first step we require the Fisher information matrix
Let F n denote the Fisher information matrix if is concentrated on a single value . Clearly, F n D Eˇ; .F n /. Let
From Strasser [6] it is known that the Fisher information matrix F n can be approximated by a matrix G n with entries
Moreover, it is proved that the maximal deviations between F n and G n are of order n 2 . The mathematical proof is technically complicated and is based on Edgeworth expansions for the central limit theorem in case of non-identically distributed variables (cf. Bhattacharya and Rao [2] ). As an immediate consequence we obtain that also for a random subject parameter the Fisher information matrix F n can be approximated by the corresponding matrix G n D E .G n /; (1.4) and that the maximal deviation if of the same magnitude n 2 (Corollary 2.2). It is not difficult to see (cf. Lemma 3.2) , that the covariance matrix † n is identical to the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (MP-inverse) F C n of the Fisher information F n . It is therefore a natural guess that the MP-inverse G C n should be a good approximation of the covariance matrix † n . In Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of the present paper we prove this suggestion and provide estimates for the magnitude of deviations.
In Theorem 2.5 we provide an explicit expression for the matrix G C n which approximates the covariance † n . Let us conclude with some discussion of this last result.
It is interesting to start with the case of a fixed subject parameter. In this case a very simple explicit expression for the approximate covariance matrix G C n is available. By easy calculations it can be shown that (with simplifying notation
This approximation of † n is practically exact for n 30.
In Theorem 2.5 we show that G C n has the same structure with
In fact, the exact expression is a infinite series whose leading term is (1.6), and the remainder terms are negligible in typical cases.
There are two important implications. The first is a practical advice and the second is a remarkable theoretical insight.
First we observe that any increase of the number n of item parameters does not change the overall covariance structure. The asymptotic covariance matrix has a dominating diagonal being independent of n. The other entries are small and vanish as n ! 1. Only item parameters with extraordinary small 2 have to be compensated by increasing the number n. This structure answers the question whether one should estimate as many item parameters as possible together (in a single optimization procedure), or it is sufficient to estimate item parameters in parallel groups of moderate size. In the light of our results the latter approach does not deteriorate efficiency.
The second implication is related to the question of efficiency. As easy calculations show, the expressions in (1.5) and (1.6) coincide with the asymptotic covariance structures of non-conditional ml-estimators for known resp. known . These non-conditional ml-estimators are known to be Fisher efficient in the sense of minimizing the asymptotic variance. Thus, for the Rasch model lacking knowledge of and applying cml-estimation typically is not worse a situation than knowing and applying ml-estimation. This assertion is much stronger than semiparametric efficiency.
To be honest, the second implication is only true if the number of items n is large enough to neglect the residual terms of the series in Theorem 2.5. This is the case if certain eigenvalues, which are known to be smaller than one, are noticeable distant from one. At present we have numerical indications that this condition on the eigenvalues is only violated if the variance of is very large. In this direction further research is required.
Let us conclude this introduction by a disclaimer. The paper does not address covariance matrices of cml-estimates for finite sample size. Only the asymptotic covariance structure of cml-estimates is studied. The problem is left open how large sample sizes must be compared with item numbers in order to get reasonable approximations to finite covariance structures.
The main results
Our starting point is an approximation of the Fisher information matrix F n for a fixed subject parameter. From (3.3) and Lemma 3.1 we obtain the expression of the Fisher information matrix
as covariance matrix of conditional expectations. For the approximation of such covariance matrices we apply expansions from Theorem 2.4 of Strasser [6] . Let us briefly refer this result. Let .X i / be a sequence of independent Bernoulli variables and let
A n / is a sequence of n n-matrices then we write 
The maximal deviations between matrices with increasing row and column numbers do not give reliable information about the structural differences between the matrices. More information is obtained by considering the matrix norm of the differences (cf. section 4, equation (4.1)). It is obvious how to modify Proposition 2.1 in terms of matrix norms (use inequality (4.2)). Now let us turn to Rasch models. In the following we consider a sequence of Rasch models with an increasing number n of items. The global assumption of our results will be that the item parameters and the subject parameters remain bounded as n ! 1. This means that the difficulties of items and the abilities of subjects do not become infinitely large or small as n ! 1. To put it into mathematical terms for the subject parameter: The support of the distribution is assumed to be bounded.
It is straightforward to apply Proposition 2.1 for obtaining an approximation of the Fisher information F n . The following corollary summarizes this application. Recall the definition of the matrices G n by (1.3) and (1.4). Moreover, define H n by
and
Corollary 2.2 Assume that item parameters and subject parameters are bounded. Then
Proof: These assertions are obvious for fixed subject parameter ( replaced by ). The general assertions follow by taking expectations w.r.t. to and applying inequality (4.4).
The remaining mathematical problem is how to use these approximations in order to obtain corresponding approximations for the covariance matrices of cml-estimates. This is the content of the following two main results of the present paper.
Let e WD .1;::: ;1/ t 2 R n and recall that H n Â R n is the orthogonal complement of e. The letter E n denotes the identity matrix of order n.
Theorem 2.3 Assume that item parameters and subject parameters are bounded. Then
Proof: It is known from Corollary 2.2 that jjF n G n jj D O.n 1 /. In view of Lemma 4.1 it remains to show that the matrix norms jj † n jj D jjF It is easy to see that P j 2 j . /.x j . // D 0. Hence
By x t e D 0 we have
This implies
Next we consider jjF C n jj. By jjF C n jj Ä 1=jjF n jj we need a positive lower bound of jjF n jj. This is immediate from jjF n jj jjG n jj jjF n G n jj
Theorem 2.4 Assume that item parameters and subject parameters are bounded. Then
Proof: We know from 2.2 that jjF n H n jj D O.n 3=2 /. In view of Lemma 4.1 it is sufficient to show that the matrix norms jj † n jj D jjF By definition of H n in (2.3) und (2.4) we have H n D G n C J n , where
(see (2.2)). From jja n . /a t n . /jj D jja n . /jj 2 Ä C n it follows that jjJ n jj D O.n 1 /. This proves the assertion.
Our last result clarifies the structure of the approximating covariance matrix G C n . Let P n D E n ee t =n the orthogonal projection to H n and let G n D D n B n , thus defining D n as the leading diagonal matrix in (1.3) and B n the residual matrix in (1.3) .
In the following theorem the matrix
plays a crucial role.
Theorem 2.5 The approximating covariance matrix
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5 let us make some remarks on the assertion. First, it is easy to see that in the case of a fixed subject parameter we have P n D 1 n B n D O. Hence, in this case the infinite series vanishes and we have G C n D P n D 1 n P n which gives formula (1.5).
In general, the series does not vanish. We have to show that the series is convergent on that subspace of R n which is the image of D 1=2 n P n , i.e. on the subspace V n WD D
1=2
n .H n /. For this we will show that norm jjB n jj V n < 1. In typical cases the norm is actually rather small. Therefore, G C n P n D 1 n P n provides a reasonable approximation in most cases (see formula (1.6)). If we additionally use the first term of the series then the approximation becomes satisfactory.
Proof: For notational convenience let us omit the indices n and . Note that for any matrix A with vanishing row-and column sums we have PA D AP D A.
By definition of the MP-inverse we have .D B/G
C D P. This can be written as
If we consider the matrices as linear operators on H then everything is invertible and we have
We want to show that on V WD D 1=2 .H / we have
This implies the assertion since the extension of the operators from H to R n is done by multiplication with the orthogonal projection P.
For proving (2.6) we have to show that jjBjj V < 1.
The matrix B has entries
For any x 2 R n we get
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that X
where < is true whenever the vector . i / is not proportional to the vector
This is the case iff x is not proportional to the vector q E. 
Note, that q E. The set ¹x 2 V;jjxjj D 1º, where the supremum is taken, is compact. Hence, there exists x 0 2 V where the supremum is attained. From the preceding we get x t 0 Bx 0 < 1. This proves the assertion jjBjj V < 1.
Review on cml-estimation for the Rasch model
The following is well-known in the field of item-response analysis. For the reader's convenience we present some details where references are difficult to provide.
Let X be an item-response variable with values 0 and 1. If Â is the logit parameter then P .X D x/ D e Âx =.1 C e Â /. It we present n independent items X D .X 1 ;::: ;X n / to a subject then
we denote the elementary symmetric functions of e Â i , i D 1;::: ;n. Then the conditional probabilities given the sum S D P n j D1 X j are
The numerical complexity of exact calculations mentioned before is due to the evaluation of the functions .Â;s/. We assume that the Rasch model holds, i.e. Â DˇC . Let H n be the set of all item parametersˇ2 R n satisfying P n j D1ˇj D 0. The conditional probabilities given the sum
do not depend on the subject parameter. Cml-estimates are based on the conditional loglikelihood`.
This conditional loglikelihood shares with any loglikelihood the Kullback-Leibler property Eˇ.`. ;ˇ/jS/ > Eˇ.`. ; b/jS/; b 2 H n ; b 6 Dˇ:
The conditional loglikelihood is therefore a contrast function for the estimation of the item parameterˇ, i.e. Proof: Note that (3.2) is an extremal property which is satisfied by everyˇ2 H n . The inequality (3.2) is even valid for all b 2 R n , since the conditional loglikelihood is invariant w.r.t. shifts of the subject parameter. Therefore the extremal property is global and it follows that Eˇ.`0 j .X;ˇ/jS/ D 0 for everyˇ2 H n . From (3.1) we obtain that
The item parameterˇcan be estimated from independent observations X , D 1;::: ;N by maximization of
This is cml-estimation. From Anderson [1] , it is known that under Pˇ; the cml-estimates . Ǒ N / for N ! 1 are consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. By P n i D1ˇi D 0 the asymptotic covariance matrix † n is of rank n 1 since all row and column sums vanish.
It is not difficult to write † n as a mathematical expression. We have to start with the Fisher information matrix
of the cml-estimates. The Fisher information matrix is of rank n 1, too, since all row and column sums vanish (by the invariance property of the conditional probabilities). The following assertion is then a basic fact for the present paper.
Lemma 3.2
The covariance matrix † n is identical to the Moore-Penrose inverse F C n of F n .
Proof: From Anderson [1] , we obtain consistency of the sequence of cml-estimates. By familiar arguments this leads to the expansion
where R N ! o in Pˇ; -probability. Differentiating the extremal property of the loglikelihoods twice gives Eˇ; .`0 0 .X;ˇ// D Eˇ; .`0. ;ˇ/`0. ;ˇ/ t / D F n :
Thus we obtain 
Review on matrices
In this section we collect some well-known facts on matrix norm and the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (MP-inverse).
The matrix norm of a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix is defined by The matrix norm jjAjj is equal to the maximal eigenvalue of A. Let E be the identity matrix and a any vector. Then Q D E aa t =jjajj 2 is the orthogonal projection on the orthogonal complement of a and jjQjj D 1.
Let e D .1;1;:::;1/ t 2 R n and let A be a positive semidefinite symmetric n n-Matrix such that Ae D o. This means that A has vanishing row and column sums. Assume that A is of rank n 1. Let H n be the orthogonal complement of e, i.e. the set of all vectors with mean value zero. Denote by P the orthogonal projection onto H n , i.e. P D E The assertion follows from (4.3).
